OMNIA Vatican & Rome Pass - Fast Track Entry Fact Sheet

OMNIA Vatican & Rome Pass
FREE and FAST TRACK entry to the Coliseum, Vatican Museums, Sistine Chapel and St Peter's Basilica.
Two great passes rolled into one. The Roma Pass allows FREE entry to 2 out of 5 top attractions plus
discounts at 30 further top sights and a travel card. The OMNIA Vatican Pass allows entry to all top sights in
Vatican City entering St Peter's Basilica.
You also receive a 3 day hop on hop off bus tour.
NOTE: Due to demand, entrance to the Vatican Museums and Sistine Chapel is subject to availability
during peak times.

OMNIA Vatican & Rome Pass Information
Inclusions:
Free entry to Vatican City museums, historic buildings & tours.
Free entry to your choice of 2 out of 5 top Rome attractions including the Coliseum, Roman Forum &
Palatine Hill, Capitolini Museums, Borghese Gallery and National Museum of Castel St. Angelo
Discounted entry to another 30 plus sights, attractions and museums in Rome
Free hop-on-hop-off bus tour ticket of Rome for 3 days!
Fast track entry to all Vatican City sights - saving you over 4 hours during busy periods
Free Travelcard for unlimited access to Rome's public transport system
Leonardo Express and all connections to and from Fiumicino and Ciampino Aeroporto are not included.
Free detailed Guidebook to help plan the perfect trip
Free informative Audio-Guide for many of the top attractions included
Redeeming your pass:
You can take your voucher to one of the Rome redemption addresses listed on your voucher to redeem
your pass.
At the time of redeeming your pass, you can pre-book the time you would like to enter the Vatican. You
cannot enter the Vatican without a pre-booked time.
The pass is valid for 3 consecutive calendar days and will be activated the first time it is used on either the
transport system or at first attraction visited.
Remember: If you use your card for the first time at 5pm then that will count as you first day, so plan your
usage carefully.

OMNIA Vatican & Rome Pass Attractions
More than 2000 years of history is waiting to be discovered with one simple sightseeing package!

Check out the top sights included here

Frequently Asked Questions
I would like more information on the Open Buses?
Roma Cristiana's Open Buses are double-decker buses with an uncovered top deck, for use in the event of
nice weather, that follow a precise itinerary with stops at all of the sites of Christian interest throughout the city.
The route can be followed in one sitting, allowing you a comprehensive look at the center of Rome, or you can
take advantage of the "hop on, hop off" system: get off at any of the 12 stops to visit nearby sites, then get
back on the bus and comfortably continue on to another destination. It is a pleasant and practical way to visit
the city and its main sites. With OMNIA Vatican & Rome you have access to the Open Bus routes for 3 days.
What does activation mean?
OMNIA Vatican & Rome allows you to take advantage of an integrated package of services, valid for 3 days
from the moment of activation. Activation occurs after you receive your kit, following presentation the
confirmation email with payment receipt at one of the authorized points of sale. Effective activation, after which
the kit is valid for 3 days, occurs at the moment you enter the first site or validate your public transportation
pass.
Can I just walk up past the line and enter the Vatican?
No, when you exchange your pass at one of the Rome redemption addresses you must book a specific time
you would like to enter the Vatican. This can only be done at one of the redemption centres.

Payment & Ticketing
Conditions:

Child: 6-9 years.
Note - all attractions are not open daily. Customers are advised to check opening hours prior to their visit.
The voucher is valid for 12mths from date of issue.
We also recommend that you take out suitable travel insurance to cover (as a minimum) the costs incurred if you cancel your trip.

Cancellation & Amendments
Conditions:

Non-refundable and non-exchangeable.
OMINA Vatican & Rome Pass cannot be refunded or reissued if lost or stolen.
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